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The Service Canada Centre for Youth- Your One Stop Job Shop 
With high schools in the Lower Mainland approaching their final 
days, students will be soon be eagerly searching for jobs as their 
pockets empty. As any student knows, the summer is a very compet-
itive ~e for job hunting; it often takes one several weeks of search-
ing to find something. In order to help students and youth alike 
avoid this frustrating situation, the Service Canada Centre for Youth 
(SCCY -Hire a Student) is open again for the summer. 
The SCCY as it is known offers students and youth assistance with 
resume, cover letter, and mock interview preparation. The SCCY 
also offers students online access to a wide array of job postings 
and a program known as Casual Labour all at no-charge. The Casual 
Labour program in particular offers students the ability to work for 
short periods of time, less then five days, while looking for more 
permanent work. A huge benefit of this program is that the stu-
dents receive cash when the job is complete-no need to wait the 
usual two weeks! As part of the Youth Employment Strategy, the 
targeted group for the program and all of the SCCY's services is 
anyone between the ages of 15 and 30. The Casual Labour program 
is geared at students with little to no previous work experience and 
allows students to choose from a wide array of jobs, including 
everything from gardening to data entry. This is a great way to 
strengthen your resume. 
To learn more about what the SCCY can offer you, simply call them 
at 604.666.1200 or drop in to see the friendly staff at 4695 Central 
Boulevard, right beside MetroTown, from 8:30am to 4:30pm, 
Monday to Friday. 
Danielle Meloche 
Community Relations Officer 
Service Canada Centre for Youth Burnaby/New Westminster 
THE OP MUSIC CHARTS - Otherwise known as. .. 
What we listened to during the creation of this issue: 
CBC Radio 3--Podcast # 52 
Hairy Manback and the Sasquatch 5-We Use T he Quatro! 
The ]en Aird Mix 5000-Good Trevor Songs R US 
Poo / Pee and the Excrements-Good Shiz 
Coors Light and Back Problems-Ride Free At The Lamplighter 
GUIDELINES 
The weekly deadline for submissions is 
Wednesday for publication the following 
Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sec-
tions, and "time-sensitive" articles (weekend 
news, sports, and cultural reviews) will be 
accepted until Saturday noon and can be sub-
mitted to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forward-
ed to the appropriate section editor. Please 
include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via 
email as an MS Word.doc attachment to the 
attention of the appropriate editor. 
Congratulations to Kevin Welsh and Brandon Furguson! 
Lost, but not forgotten •.. 
The Other Press is run by a collective, 
which means all decisions are reached via a 
democratic voting process. Membership in 
the voting collective is open to any person 
who has contributed to at least two of three 
consecutive issues. Those interested in join-
ing the Other Press collective should contact 
the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
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LETTITDR 
A Midsummer Night's Layout 
THE SCENE: Douglas 
College, largely vacant, a 
post-secondary ghost town 
nesded among the crack 
dealers, Money Marts, and 
wandering vagrants of 
New Westminster, BC. An 
editor sits at a desk and 
wildly stabs at a keyboard, 
muttering to himself as he 
tries to come up with a 
theme for this month's 
"Lettitor." The graphics 
team (2 women, one man) 
concentrates on finishing 
the Other Press, which is 
due at the printer by mid-
night. 
EDITOR: I got nothing. Seriously, I can't think of anything to write about. It's not like 
writer's block. It's like a dry river bed. I'm parched. 
GIRL 1: What did you do this month? Tell a story or something. That'd be good. Make it 
funny. 
GIRL 2: Keep it short and snappy. Just tell them what's in the paper. 
EDITOR: A story ... yeah, but what story? We've kinda got a Shakespearean theme going 
this issue, I guess. I did go see A Midsummer Night's Dream a couple of weeks ago. I could 
write about that. Except I already reviewed it for the centre spread. 
GIRL 2: What else is in the paper this month? 
EDITOR: Uhhhh ... News has got a great piece on Welfare practices in BC, and there's a 
report on the World Urban Forum that happened last month. Oh, there's two new section 
editors starting this month-Travis Paterson is taking over Opinions and Brady Ehler is 
the new Features Ec!J.tor. I guess I could bid a fond farewell to Brandon Ferguson and 
Kevin Welsh. That would take up at least 100 words. Yeah, I'll do that . . 
GIRL 2: Why don't you just tell them what's in the freaking paper? [Gets up from her comput-
er and starts pacing the office, obvious!J annqyea] What makes you think that anyone wants a 
story in the "Lettitor" anyway? Like, who are you writing for anyway? Why don't you just 
tell them what's in the paper? · 
EDITOR: Whoa, settle down there, Killer. It's just that telling little non sequitur stories is 
3 
what I do. People say they like it. It's what I do. 
GIRL 1: Name one person who has said they like your Lettitors? I think they're weird. 
EDITOR: My mom said she reads them online every issue. She says she loves them. 
LAYOUT MAN: Talk about sushi. I'm sick of sushi. I want a place that cooks their freak-
ing fish. Sushi is so five-minutes ago. 
GIRL 1: That saying "so five-minutes ago" is so five minutes ago. Why don't you just 
"think outside the box" and "talk to the hand" while you're at it? 
MAN: Whatevs. [chuckles quiet!J] 
EDITOR: What the hell am I going to write about? I need a story. Snappy. Something 
snappy about summer maybe? 
GIRL 2: What's in the f%$ing paper, Asswad? 
. 
EDITOR: [mimics robot voice] Opinions has Right Hook and Left Overs. David Suzuki is 
smart. A&E has Superman review, indie rock, jazz fest, Bard on Beach. Features is all 
weed, all the time. Sports has basketball. Prrrrrt. Fffffft. I am oyer heating with creativity. 
[makes ftZifing sounds] 
[Girl 1 and Girl 2 crumple paper and throw at the editor. Layout Man laughs and joins in.] 
MAN: Anyone want to go get a drink? 
GIRL 1: I'm in. 
GIRL 2: Me too. 
[The three exit stage left and Editor sits alone at compttter, still staring, still muttering.] 
Camera pans to close up on a computer screen. Sound of keyboard keys being hit, slowly 
at first, then building momentum. The following words appear: "People like summer for 
different reasons. Some love the sunshine and outdoor activities, others, the scantily clad 
people. Me? I love the tools of summer. I love hoses with nozzles that have 15 different 
settirigs. I love beat-up lawnmowers that smoke when you start them and homemade win-
dow screens that require duct tape and prayer to fasten them to the house. I love the 
spray bottles, straw hats, sunglasses, and Mojitos. These are the tools of summer that I 
love." 
EDITOR: [Highlights and erases written tex~ I got nothing. I'm parched. 
Welcome to the Other Press for July. It's way better than a crappy one-act play. It's Bard-a-
licious. 
-Colin Miley, Editor-in-Chief 
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Vancouver Hosts tha World in Sarias of lntarnational Events 
Wll'ld Paaca FIII'ID and World Urban For• coincila in Van-eity 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
PEAcE 
FORUM 
2006 
Vancouver will be taking a breather this July after playing 
host for two major international events: the World Peace 
Forum and the World Urban Forum 3. 
While events for the World Urban Forum took place 
from June 21-2S, the World Peace Forum was held 23-28, 
dove-tailing on June 24 and 2S with major events like a 
tens-of-thousands strong ''Walk for Peace" through down-
town and a free series of political and socially conscious 
Hip-hop shows. Over the nine days, both forums had over 
SOO events to offer the Vancouver public and the thou-
sands of delegates visiting from over 100 countries. 
• Activities included conferences, forums, festivals, free 
music concerts, and art exhibitions-all centered around 
raising awareness about international issues, war, peace, 
poverty, social justice, the environment, and sustainable liv-
ing. According to organizers of both forums-:--organized 
separately but in cooperation-there is no better time than 
now to address these issues. 
"For the first time in history," reads a World Peace 
Forum media release, "citizens representing every region of 
the world are coming together to develop tools for change 
in the peace process." 
Along the same lines, the Website of the World Urban 
Forum asserts, "Global warming, air pollution, urban 
sprawl, overflowing landfills, water shortages, disease, and 
global conflict will be the legacy of this century unless we 
move quickly towards sustainability." 
So what was the difference between the two forums? 
The World Urban Forum is an international event 
established and sponsored by the United Nations through 
something called UN-HABITAT. The Forum happens 
every two years in a different city and focuses on the 
urbanization of people worldwide, including problems 
resulting from urbanization and rapid industrial growth. 
Today, SO percent of the world's 6-billion people live in 
urban areas. In the next SO years, this percentage should 
reach nearly 6S percent. 
The World Peace Forum was organized .in cooperation 
with the Association of Peace Messenger Cities, an interna-
tional organization of mayors and civic leaders dedicated 
to promoting peace in their areas of local governance. The 
association of Peace Messenger Mayors for Peace had a 
conference the day after the opening of the World Peace 
Forum--on Saturday, June 24. 
The WPF is organized by the World Peace Forum 
Society, founded recently and specifically for this interna-
tional event in Vancouver. The next World Peace Forum 
will be held in China. 
lnvastigativa Raport: Which Muslim is which? 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
This week Jorge Gonzalez writes, ''What is the difference 
between Shiite and Sunni Muslims?" 
When you watch the latest reports from Iraq these 
days, you hear a lot about Sunnis and Shiites. They have 
different political parties and different holy shrines, but 
more importantly the two groups also appear to be 
engaged in something of a burgeoning civil war with each 
other. So who are they? 
The Islamic faith centers primarily around the teach-
ings of Muhammad, whom the Muslims consider God's 
greatest and last prophet on Earth. During his life in the 
seventh century, Muhammad was widely revered by his fol-
lowers, but after his death, things started to get complicat-
ed. To ensure the survival of the Islamic faith, it was 
decided that the Prophet needed a formal successor to 
serve as the new head of the Muslim community. The 
community itself soon became polarized over the issue. 
One group, who later became the Shiites (or "Shia"), 
argued that the new leader should be a blood relative of 
Muhammad, and that all subsequent leaders should be as 
well. In other words, they favoured a sort of spiritual 
monarchy. The second group, who would later be the 
Sunnis, disagreed, and argued that it was more important 
to choose a leader who had a strong proven faith and 
could be trusted to obediently follow the Quran. 
The two groups had a series of bloody wars over the 
matter, and the Sunnis eventually won control over decid-
ing who got to be the new leader. Alas, as the years pro-
gressed this whole system of hierarchical leadership 
(known as the "Caliphate") gradually fell apart, and today 
there is no longer any central "head" of the Islamic com-
munity. As an ongoing legacy of the past, however, 
Muslims continue to self-identify according to their Sunni 
or Shiite roots, and Sunnis still remain the majority group. 
In the modern era, what mainly differentiates Sunni 
and Shiites is a number of subtle, yet distinct, theological 
differences that have evolved between the two groups 
regarding their interpretation of the Quran's scriptures and 
the terms of Islam's Sharia (or moral) laws. Shiites tend to 
support a more activist role for church clerics, for exam-
ple. As a result, the majority of politically active Ayatollahs 
and Imams you see today are usually of the Shiite variety. 
Much of the Sunni-Shiite violence in modern Iraq, howev-
er, is the product of other factors. Saddam Hussein was a 
Sunni, and his treatment of Shiites was not exactly a 
model of religious tolerance. The legacy of distrust con-
tinues to this day. 
Got a question that needs investigating? Email 
wart_mamu@yahoo.com. 
Last Waak 
Travis Paterson, Opinions Editor 
soon the summer past us. The more you into you're 
likely to notice the days go by. To sleep in, be it an unscheduled sleep in, is to consciously 
feel tomorrow becoming today, minute by minute, hour by hour. When you awaken, 
decide enough is enough, and drag yourself out of bed into the house that's been soaking 
in a morning's worth of sun, you realize the day has long been underway without you. 
Enter the lost days of summer. 
At least, that's how it feels on a Tuesday, when looking forward to Saturday is so far 
ahead, it's but a dot on the horizon. It's not any Saturday, its next Saturday. 
_ For the bulk of DC students at work this summer, Saturday is a taunting leech that 
sucks the blood out of the rest of your week. It's a bedtime to keep in mind and a lunch 
to prepare. Not when tomorrow is Saturday. 
Of course, we don't all get a Saturday weekend. Some of us spend our Saturdays cook-
ing or serving during prime restaurant season. There are, of course, the standard benefits 
for those whose weekend falls between Sunday and Wednesday-beaches are empty, line-
ups are small, and industry nights offer superb deals. 
Some of us manage to snag summer desk jobs, Monday to Friday, and some of us 
insist we are content to work at the movie store until midnight for a pittance wage and 
some free rentals. 
5 
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Each to their own. Some of us take the first thing that comes, some of us hold out, and 
some of us have rotating schedules. Here is a shout out to the D.C. students pulling split 
days this summer. May your Tuesday and Sunday off be as plentiful as those lost week-
end's camping. 
Whatever your Saturday, responsibilities are a"t a bare minimum. Early afternoon 
Caesars, the need for inspiration, and friends to reflect on last week while batting about 
potentials for the next. Last week, last month, last summer. 
A funny thing happens with Saturdays, we highly anticipate them based on thei.i: poten-
tial, the first being the first of two full days off from work. The second is the emancipa-
tion from responsibility. The week's end is a small piece of freedom. We think about it, 
plan things for it, and talk about it at home and at school. And during the workweek of 
our summer job, we rally around it like hyena's awaiting their feed. We live for it. On the 
day before, it becomes tomorrow. Our oldest means of inspiration and the best.friend we've 
known since we found hardship in today. 
When I retuned to live in Vancouver after a year in Toronto, it was May 2, and June 1 
was the Saturday three weeks ahead of me. Now its July, nine Saturdays later. I have a job 
at a television station, a column with the OP, a second job on hold, and I wouldn't trade 
them for anything. Even the meaningless Saturdays from May, which may have been my 
last days of reckless youth and abandon. 
On the Monday of the long weekend in May I felt left out. I had no job and I 
despised looking for one, but I was missing summer, even though I was sure that I was 
basking in it. 
What brought me to last week in the first place was that last week was my first week as 
Opinions editor. During that week, I thought about the week before. That would be two 
weeks ago, when I started a new job at a television station, and a part-time job that includ-
ed pouring beer in BC Place. Green-painted men in green jerseys with carved out water-
melon gourds for helmets (aka--Saskatchewan Roughriders fans). These dudes had caught 
something I hadn't: Summer Fever. Thus, I was inspired to better recognize the balance 
between summer days and summer work. 
I realized I was now living a Vancouver life at a Toronto pace. As expected upon 
return, my schedule was slack, but for two night classes here at Douglas. Any sense of 
responsibility I carried from Toronto had dripped down my back, tumbled into a little ball 
of guilt; and settled in the recesses of my underpants. The longer I slept in, the more I 
had to roll over. 
It would be easy now to organize a proper student career to complement the student 
social life I'd always had. I wouldn't piss away a minute. The old routine was gone, my 
time in Toronto had changed me-l was a machine! 
Once I had finished setting up my place, l sat down on the couch, took a few deep 
breaths, and fell asleep. I slept almost twelve hours a day for a week straight. Then the 
May long weekend came, and it wasn't just that it meant nothing to me to have a holiday, 
but I that I couldn't remember what had happened last Saturday. 
C•arvatlvas' Dafansa of Industry Subsidies is.Rathar. Cruda 
Luke Simcoe, Texas Ranger 
On June 13, Conservative Finance Minister Jim Flaherty rejected a repo~ calling for the 
termination of tax subsidies to the Canadian oil industry. 
The Sierra Legal Defence Fund, a non-profit organization representing various envi-
ronmentalist and labour organizations, authored the report. Sierra Legal is known as one 
of Canada's most prominent and informed environmental advocacy groups. Their propos· 
al outlined how the booming oil and gas sector is a major contributor to the country's 
greenhouse-gas emissions, calling for an end to the industry's $1.4 billion worth of annual 
tax breaks. 
Flaherty rejected the proposal on the grounds that the oil industry is a major source of 
investment and employment. When I first heard this, I was insulted. It's the same party 
line we've been handed year after year. It defends tax cuts to companies like General 
Motors, who in recent years have paid zero percent corporate income tax. 
The concern is that if we reduce corporate subsidies, companies will simply pack up 
and move somewhere more competitive, aking all their jobs and what precious little some 
do pay in taxes with them. We know the threat of car tnaQufacturers moving is real, but to 
I don't need to see Flaherty's seven-page response to Sierra Legal in order to call bull-
shit on it. What Flaherty is telling us is that if we remove these corporate benefits, then 
Chevron-and Shell will leave Canada to conduct their business elsewhere ... but where Jim? 
Petroleum is a non-renewable resource, and it's one that few countries have in any • 
great supply anymore. Do you seriously think that the world's largest oil companies w:ould 
simply abandon the vast and partially untapped resources of Alberta's oil sands just 
because they hac! to pay a bit more tax? Resources are dw.indling, prices are rising, and 
Canada's national energy regulator is expecting Alberta's production to triple by 2015 to as 
many as 3 million barrels Per day. Yeah, rm: sure the execs a:t Exxon will thumb their 
noses at a piece of that pie. 
The Conservatives should stop buckling in to business and remember their promise to 
"stand up for Canada." They should implement Sierra Legal's petition to ensure Canadians 
receive their fair share of the $27 billion in profits being pulled from our own soil, instead 
of letting the money slip into the pockets of oil-industry CEOs. 
• use it as a. defense of oil subsidies is as flat an argument as Gon:lon.CampbeU's promise .:::- . ..r~ .:~.::=-7=~ - · •·'"-··-"'~'" ·-"'-:. '·": ...... -..,._ , 
not to privatize BC Hydro. 
Dara Wa Question Thair Ra 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
There is a brilliant book out right now called The End of 
Faith1 by the noted atheist and scholar Sam Harris. In the 
text's opening paragraphs, Harris describes a suicide 
bombing in gruesome detail, then rhetorically asks his 
readers to note just how easy it is to guess the killer's reli-
gion. I was reminded of this anecdote in the aftermath of 
the recent terror ring bust in Toronto. Even if one was to 
just hear the details of the group's plot in a vacuum-a 
plot which allegedly entailed targeting civilian gatherings, 
blowing up monuments, and beheading the Prime 
Minister-would it really be any more difficult to guess 
the faith of the group's members? It shouldn't be so sim-
ple, but sadly, it is. 
The Islamic community is never shy about imploring 
non-Muslims to investigate the root causes of terrorist 
anger. Such root causes, in turn, are always the same, and 
always political. The plight of the Palestinians in Israel, 
the suffering of civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan, the 
comparative poverty of the collective Middle East, and so 
on. One root cause we are never to address, however, is 
religion. 
Dare to point out that AI Qaeda and their various 
spin-offs are explicitly Islamic terrorist organizations and 
you're likely to blasted with charming labels such as racist 
and Islamaphobe. Terror has no religion, the Canadian 
Islamic Congress has decreed. The fact that self-styled 
Islamic fundamentalists were the perpetrators in all recent 
terrorist attacks against the West, in New York, Madrid, 
London, Bali, and elsewhere, is apparently little more than 
some bizarre fluke, h!lrdly worth closer investigation. At 
best, we must just be satisfied with assurances that terror-
ists are not truly Muslim. 
While religious complacency may be understandable, 
the fact that we have recently seen the simultaneous rise 
of the secular, left-wing vein of apologism for Islam's 
excesses forms a much more troubling phenomena. After 
all, when we look at the conditions of many Islamic soci-
eties in today's world, we see countries plagued by abuses 
of women, gays, religious and ethnic minorities, left-wing 
democrats, and countless other individuals who would 
ordinarily garner buckets of sympathy from Western liber-
als. Yet when you read many of the West's leading lefty 
editorialists, bloggers, and pundits, one routinely finds 
such facts conveniently glossed over. To many, it seems 
that the worst crimes that come out of the Middle East 
are not those not committed by the fundamentalists who 
· rule (or seek to rule) such places, but rather the twin 
boogeymen of America and Israel. 
I used to believe that there was a warped "the enemy 
of my enemy is my friend" logic motivating the left's blind 
eye towards the grim reality of the contemporary Islamic 
world. This certainly seems to be the case with extreme 
anti-American hacks like the MAWO gang or Noam 
Chomsky. Among moderate liberals, however, it increas-
ingly appears that their lack of interest is simply the result 
Tha Quiatar Ravolution: 
Will pluralism dastroy Canada? 
lain Reeve, OP Fella 
.The Quiet Revolution began .. . well, quietly in Quebec in 
the 1960s. It marked the solidification of secular Quebec 
nationalism, the birth in earnest of the separatist move-
ment, and was the first significant threat to Canadian feder-
alism in the 100 years since confederation. 
The Quebecois, fearing for the decline of their identity, 
the erosion of their culture, and a shifting power balance, 
banded together to stand up for what they believed in. 
Since then, Canada has been plagued by a terrorist crisis in 
1970, two narrowly failed referendums on separation, and 
the oft-obtrusive preS'ence of the Bloc Quebecois in parlia-
ment. Segments of Quebec nationalism have been a thorn 
in the side of federalism, and a bruise on a state strong in 
multicultural and pluralism. But is this just because other 
growing nations in Canada have yet to discover their 
national pride? 
Canada has become an immigrant country, dependent 
on a sustained and growing influx of people from other 
lands to maintain our population growth and, tacitly, our 
economic growth. Canada's stunning diversity of cultures, 
beliefs, and backgrounds has come to it as a nation. Unlike 
the US and Europe-where integration plans seek to 
homogenize their immigrant populations with the wider 
ones-Canada has adopted a system that allows new citi-
zens to become Canadian and hold strong ties to their tra-
ditional cultures and beliefs. This may, in the end, prove 
both a blessing and curse. 
Demographically, evidence suggests that Canada will 
continue to diversify at an almost alarming rate. In addi-
tion, our mosaic policy of integration protects freedom of 
opinionsubmit@hotmail.com 6 
of some extreme form of denial. 
Long ago, much of the left in Canada hitched their 
ideological cart to the pony of multiculturalism, the great 
equalizing doctrine which decreed that all of the world's 
cultures, religions, and traditions were basically morally 
equivalent. Though such a thesis is undeniably egalitarian 
and anti-discriminatory, it is still motivated by a rather 
sweeping assumption, namely that all cultures are in fact, 
equal. When self-styled Islamic holy men butcher civilians 
indiscriminately or £ill the heads of their children with 
perverse anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, the liberal's 
hands are thus tied. They cannot dare fmd fault :with the 
perpetrators' religion, for that would imply we in the West 
may have something to teach these beleaguered Third-
World citizens about ethics and morality. That would be 
an act of paternal "neo-colonialism," after all. It's safer to 
just ignore the problem than to risk appearing intolerant 
of cultural diversity. 
Islam will always be one of the world's great religions, 
and its prominent role in the history and development of 
mankind will always give its followers much to be proud 
of. That being said, however, we must realize that by any 
reasonable standards of diagnosis, there is clearly a funda-
mental problem with Islam today. It is a problem that 
transcends politics, region, or race, and instead goes to the 
very heart of the faith itself, and how its doctrines are 
being presently understood. 
Critiquing a religion-especially the religion of for-
eigners or minorities-remains one of the ultimate taboos 
of our time. Yet until we can learn to move beyond the 
petty censorship of political correctness and the hysterical 
fear of offending, we may never get to the true root cause 
of the mighty clash of civilizations in which our planet is 
currently embroiled. 
culture that simultaneously enriches Canadian society, yet 
leaves it vulnerable to division and collapse. With tradition-
al identities firmly held in the minds of immigrants, will 
they not eventually discover a nationalism of their own, 
mw;h like Quebec did? If the Chinese, Italian, or African 
populations of Canada begin to make demands that 
Canada better represent them, what will Canada do? 
There are essentially ~o ways to react to this. 
The first is to ignore the growing demands for political, 
cultural, and economic influence by minorities. Smugly 
ignoring what are entirely rational requests for recognition 
is dangerous business. Quebec nationalism and Aboriginal 
outrage came about largely as a result of decades of dis- . 
missive policies by Ottawa. 
The second path is one of aggregation. Namely, allow-
ing all significant minorities to have a say in the way 
Canada exists as a country. While this seems rational 
enough, it runs a converse problem of allowing minorities 
too much influence over the lives of the majority, many of 
who may not be in accord with the lifestyles of minorities. 
Just as it is criminal of a democracy to ignore the will of 
the minority, it is just as criminal to commit the inverse. 
Without minorities, Canada faces economic collapse, 
Continued: p. 7 
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. New West Cinemas 
Smith & Raava at tha Movias: Suparman Raturns 555, 6th Street, New Westminster, BC, V7L 5Hl 
Ph/Fax: 604.526.0379 Email: ncinemas@yahoo.ca 
Movie Info: 604.526.0332 lain W. Reeve and Stephanie Smith, Kneelers Before Zod 
After lurking for years in filmmaking purgatory, Superman makes his return to the big 
screen. In a sequel to the first two Stperman movies--while conveniently forgetting the 
two crappy ones--the Man of Steel returns after five years away from earth to find that 
those close to him, and the world at large have learned to live without him. 
Reeve: 
Bryan Singer, a man who abandoned the X-Men franchise to direct the most expensive 
film ever made, has taken one more step toward becoming the saviour of comic-book 
film. In a film that boldly combines the comics, the films, and new interpretations, 
St/perman Ret11rns has brought the most iconic superhero of all time back to the realm of 
film brilliance. 
Perhaps the greatest part of the film is its Unenviable attempt to please everyone. 
From fans of the Reeve movies to comic book n·erds, a lot of people are invested in 
Superman. For the comic nerds there are faithful and well-acted versions of all their 
favourite characters. For the film fans, there are countless stylistic carry overs, from the 
original theme and credit sequence, to Lex Luthor's wigs. Perhaps the coolest and most 
subtle reference to the old films is the use of the awkward diagonal camera pans when 
Superman flies. Necessary for special effects in the old films, here it is pure cheese. 
The script carries a tone similar to the old films as well. Bright, heroic, comedic, and 
Website: www.atnyrnovie.com 
corny at times, dreadfully serious and ominous at other times. The cast is delightful. 
From Jimmy Olsen's awkwardness, to Perry White's stern fatherliness, this is good stuff. 
Brandon Routh is all Christopher Reeve when playing Clark Kent, the same awkward 
charm that endeared Reeve to 70s film audiences is present here, but Routh makes 
Superman his own. Kevin Spacey is without a doub~ the stand out as Lex Luthor. This is 
probably the best piece of comic book casting ever. Spacey effortlessly brings Luthor 
~d all his sadistic, brilliant glory to the screen. Chilling and hilarious, that's our Lex. 
I would be remiss in a film like this to not mention special effects. Superman certainly 
sets a new standard for superhero films-and films in general-for computer-generated 
brilliance. Superman's flight and fight throughout the film is nothing short of breathtak-
ing. 
Boldly comedic at points, dangerously dark and morbid at times, but heroic through-
out, this is the perfect effort. Superman has, indeed, returned. And, like Batman Begins, 
leaves the audience begging for, rather than dreading, the next chapter. Up, up, and away! 
Smith: 
It cost $200 million to make and it took years. But it has finally come, Stperman Ret11rns 
hit theatres this week, and has spawned some serious critical praise. "Rightfully so," say I; 
this film was stunning. From the amazing visual effects to some fantastic acting, the 
movie never fails to amaze. 
The reason for the huge budget was the amount of Computer Generation (CG) in 
the film. Throughout, Superman's cape, for instance, is entirely computer animated. 
There are some points where it is not, but if it moves in any way, it's not real. Hell, there 
is even digital hair! But the CG is used for good as well as evil-realistic flying, for 
instance. In the original Superman film, the flying didn't look so good. In this version, it is 
flawless. On top of that there is the ever-popular Fortress of Solitude, which looks fan-
tastic. It actually always looked good, but in this film it looks real. And that is a good 
thing. 
The quality of acting in the film is amazing. Kate Bosworth, while not terribly talent-
ed, pulls off a salvageable Lois Lane. Brandon Routh had Superman down, perfectly 
mimicking even the mannerisms of Christopher Reeve. He nails the voice and intonation 
of the original Superman, and even masters the walk and posture. It was fantastic. Last 
but certainly not least, is the always-impressive Kevin Spacey. I must say I was excited to 
see this fnovie mostly for Kevin Spacey. He's yet to disappoint me; he did not do so in 
this film. As Lex Luthor, he played a darkly tWisted, remorseless man with just a hint of 
crazy. He was funny and cruel. This was a perfect role for Spacey. If he weren't already a 
two-time Oscar winner, I would say he was born for this role. 
In any case, I would highly recommend going to see Superman Ret11rns. Even if you 
are not a fan of the comics or of the original movies, I would recommend it. It's a great 
story. It's an edge of your seat thriller; it's a comedy; it's a drama; it's a flippin' superhero 
flick! What more could you want? 
Easily the best film I have seen so far this year. 
I found it on 
teh interwell! 
This Week's Website: Large Hearted Boy 
lain W. ltceft, YouTube Boob 
Suicide Girls 
www.suicidegirls.com 
The Internet has come to be founded on two major principles: 
the democratic ability of all people with the net to access and dis-
tribute information free of undue censorship, ~nd the ability of 
horny people to access pornography without having to face the 
harsh, judgmental eye of the public. However, those of us who, 
in a moment of loneliness, have sought out images of naked 
ladies have been faced with a dilemma. The first is that the naked 
lady industry, like other media, has been overcome with narrow 
idealistic views of what is beautiful and sexy. Thankfully, some 
sites are.. willing to break this mold ... well sort o£ 
Suicide Girls is a e devoted to producing artistic and glam-
,...., .......... .,.....,'"' sbQots of, a wide assottment of "alternative" mod-
!hef do have girls of just 
about every shape and size, a much wider more representative 
-slate than the Playboys and Penthouses of the world. The other 
side of the coin though is that you pretty much have to be goth, 
punk, indie, rock-a-billy, or in some way alternative to have a hope 
in hell of being a model. 
Still, there is a certain charm about the site that takes it 
beyond the normal sleazy soft-core porn world Perhaps it's the 
ability girls are given to direct their own shoots, perhaps it's the 
fact that lots of girls seem to like it and be members, or perhaps 
it's because I'm sick of seeing 36-24-36 blondes as my only outlet 
for naked girl seeing. Sure the site has had some mistreatment 
claims and so forth ... but isn't that inevitable when you take pic-
tures of naked people as a business? Add a pretty decent little 
community with forums and so forth and you have a pretty neat 
site. 
So ,tide oo SCEy naked girls, we salute you. Sbuaawitigl 
• tha Baaoh Breaks Blues 
~ me a like Shakespeare 
pla)t 
It i1 therefore with ... pain that I report that this 
year\ &td on the Beadl UOterpiece, A Midsummer Night's 
'DNMII. W2S exactly decent. Not great, not fantastically 
ttanaformational, but just decent. 
Don't get me wrong; I didn't waste the 2006 summer 
solstice in Vanier Park. There were three very notable per-
formances, some good laughs, and a couple of magical 
moments. It's just that several average players mitigated 
these positives, as did one grotesquely miscast Fairy King 
and a boadoad of pandering on "Starbuck's 
Corporate Sponsor Night." 
Let me explain. The June 21st performance 
that I attended came early in the 2006 season. I 
got the feeling that some of the performers were 
still finding their way with the admittedly complex 
Shakespearean characters. I fully expect that as the 
summer winds by, most of the Midsummer players 
will grow into their roles, with one notable excep-
tion: Oberon the Fairy King as played by Ian 
Butcher. 
I actually felt kind of bad for the apdy named Butcher, 
which would be fine if that was what Shakespeare had in 
mind as an audience response to Oberon. His over-acted 
rendition reminded me more of William Shatner than 
William Shakespeare, and he was physically all wrong for 
the part. He looked like the love child of Yul Brenner 
(circa :Anna and the King) and Zeus, the bad guy from 
Sylvester Stallone's arm-wresding extravaganza, Over the 
Top. The Shakespearean spell was broken for me almost 
every time he flapped his muscular jaws. 
The play's other main downfall came in the form of 
repeated Starbuck's references that paid homage to the 
corporate sponsors in the audience that night. I under-
itand that the Bard on the Beach doesn't happen Without 
corporate money, and could have lived with one character 
'Wt!IIVing a ''Tazo" or "Chai-tea" into Shakespeare's words. 
'But by the Act n, Scene 1, I imagined my mother's words 
lrom my sordid childhood: "First time funny, second time 
silly, third time deserves a spanking." 
I don't want to give the impression that Midsummer 
isn't worth your ttme and money-it is. 
Kyle Rideout was wickedly delicious as an almost-gay 
PuCk. CoDeen Wheeler's sumptuous Titania, Queen of the 
~and Scott Bellis' buck-toothed Bottom the Weaver 
9tre both excellent as well. At the beginning of Act II, an 
ACtual eagle cruised by in the dusk light as Puck stood 
atop the stage stairs weaving dreams with the Burrard 
lnlct and Rocky Mountains for a backdrop. Titania's bed-
time conjuring for a changeling child (played by a veclttnl<O.,.;,; 
quist's dummy whose performance was alarmingly more 
three dimensional than Oberon) was of her 
engaging performance. Bellis brouaillt 
with his .uu•~~u-·.,......,1111 
His "Death of 
AI in all, 
so as to watch ~ th 
cognito. He is aooa disgusted when~ 
of sympathy, sent'CllllleCS a young man IWllCd 
Claudio to death for impregnatiDg his lover outside of 
wedlock. The story is told by fo · • of 
film, Lucio, the loud-
mouthed friend to Claudio, 
Pompey, purveyor of a local 
whorehouse, and dimwitted 
constable Elbow, provide a 
diverse base from which 
the audience may draw 
some laUghs. 
Perhaps the greatest 
standout performance, 
however, is that of Ian 
Butcher as Angelo. His 
physical presence is 
perfect for this type of 
role, but his intensity, 
range of emotion, and 
ability to make a skillful 
and sudden comic tum 
when needed, ensure he 
would have been just as out-
standing were he five feet tall. 
The stage, as with every 
BOTB play, benefits from the 
huge open-air backdrop. 
Something about outdoor theatre 
always gives a positive energy to 
the performance. 'The play was 
well blocked, actors were not afraid 
to turn from the audience, but were 
mindfUl of not having their words 
SWllllowed by the cityscape lurk-
ing behind them The costumes 
attd deCor, while not spot on 
teplicas, Jte madded after 
Nazi~ drawing on 
pualleJs wp the clandestine 
law and ordet that came with 
Nazili,oa iD. the 30s. The style is appropri-
f'Otl6epbfjiad didn't come off ai ~ 
nice to see •\otci piece of ~ fl 
off ~:~ beateQ ~Of 
•:spea11can cos~~ is a ttend 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Contributor 
Typically, when people are talking about "The Bard," 
they're only talking about one person, and it sure ain't 
Geddy Lee. Oh, well, I guess they could mean Chaucer 
too. But Chaucer doesn't have an annual summer-long fes... 
tival dedicated to him at Vanier Par~ now does he? Nope, 
he sure doesn't. That's all Shakespeare, baby. The original 
Bill. 
For my annual Bird fix. I decided to check out The 
Winllr':r Tale, which came highly recommended bf all of 
my geeky English Lit nerd friends. I'm a 
cornec~ and Bard's 
to the fictional Sicilian landscape. You could say that 
everything was perfect, aside from my choice of seating. 
· You see, set designer Kevin McAllistet ~ the 
Studio Stage as a long, jutting platform, with horseshoe 
seating wrapped around it, which works very well aesthef.io. 
cally and in terms of view. But practically, this meannt that 
for every person towards whotn an actoc was &cing, there 
back. Sitttng at the apex of 
~jO~~Jll.YRU che~:~g out a lot of 
of the 
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Fraabias at thil Vancouvar Jazz Fastival: 
linniB Starr @ HMV I Tha Cat Empira @ Gastown Mapla Traa Squara 
Vince Yim, OP Cheap Ass Freeloader 
As part of the Vancouver Jazz festival, various venues 
throughout the downtown area have been host to jazz 
from around the world and from local acts. These can 
include some well-known acts such as Victoria's 
NoMeansNo to Brazil's Seu Jorge. But expect to shell out 
hard-earned coin to see them. Thankfully, there are the free 
acts that one can take in, which are held jlt just as many 
venues. 
These, however, can be a bit of a mixed bag (transla-
tion: .be prepared to walk out on a few in search of finding 
a good one). But thankfully, this year's jazz festival offers a 
number of better-known acts at free venues. Two of the 
above came in the form of ~anada'& own Kinnie Starr and 
The Cat Empire from Melbourne, Australia. 
As part of a free jazz performance series at HMV 
Downtown, the Juno award nominee Kinnie Starr took to 
the stage in a short 30-minute set as a lead-in to her per-
formance with Buck 65 later in the week. Blending soul, 
rap, trip-hop, and pop sensibilities, she provided a stripped-
down sound for a small intimate setting. Accompanied by 
an electric guitar and pre-recorded beats, she easily holds 
her own with minimal backup. While acoustic guitar may 
have been more appropriate for the venue, it still worked. 
Performing songs from her new album, Af!Jthing, and 
some of her older material, Starr's genre-bending styles 
show best on tracks such as ''Walking Away." But, with a 6-
track set list, it was over before it began-an appetizer for 
the later show. 
In terms of bigger free shows, there was The Cat 
Empire. Listed on the festival schedule as "mystery groove 
band," they took to the stage in a surprise follow up to 
their blistering performance at the Commodore on June 
24. Blending influences that range from soul, funk, jazz, 
rock, hip-hop, ska, reggae, and Latin music, they employed 
a highly infectious head-bopping rhythm that was impossi-
ble t_o stop moving to. 
A six-piece band consisting of Felix Riebl (vocals), 
Harry Angus (trumpet/vocals), Oliver McGill (keyboard), 
Ryan Monro (bass), Will Hull-Brown (drums), andJamshid 
"DJ Jumps" Khadiwala (turntables, percussion), The Cat 
Empire employed a big sound that is difficult to classify. 
But one can certainly expect to be dazzled. Performing 
songs from their major label releases The Cat Empire and 
Two Shoes, they easily played to the crowd with audience-
participation numbers and improvisational sections lasting 
minutes on end. They exemplifed the very nature of jazz, 
and were a very worthy addition to the festival lineup. 
Easily worth the price of admission and then some, the 
free venues are the best part of the Vancouver Jazz festival 
and the musicians reviewed were but a very small sampling. 
See you there next year. 
Major Studio Production by Vince Yi• 
J:,ecau.se 
tfje <t>tfjer l0ress 
is now fjir ing for 
J?,<t;)1::.fu one 
jocufar 
§ports 
an8 one fo-oef)? 
emaif ~uT no6fe e5itor at otfjeTebitoT@gmaif.com http://aajorstudioptoducti on.bloqspot.coa 
Marijuana Culture in the Lower Mainland: Continuad 
the downtown area." 
Possession of marijuana, despite the amount is, howev-
er, still illegal. The short answer of why the cops don't reg-
ularly raid places like The New Amsterdam is because it's 
probably not worth the time. For the possession of small 
amounts of marijuana for personal use is not an indictable 
offence. Police officers have the option of merely giving 
the person in possession nothing more than a warning. 
Generally, the police have more important things to do. 
Selling pot can be considered an indictable offence and 
the police certainly notice when retail oudets begin selling 
pot over the counter. But certainly no one would have the 
gall to attempt such a thing, right? Well, actually, there is 
the now-famous case of the Da Kine Smoke and Beverage 
Shop on Commercial drive. 
In September of 2004, police raided Da Kine. The 
shop had been open for four months before the raid, and 
feasibly may have been selling pot the entire time! The 
owner, Carol Gwilt, actually went public about what was 
going on at Da Kine, before the store was raided. Eight 
people were arrested as result of the raid, but amazingly, 
the store re-opened the following day (but they weren't 
allowed to sell pot anymore). 
Certainly, there many marijuana activists in the 
Vancouver area, but few can doubt that standing in the 
centre of it all is the "Prince of Pot" himself, Marc Emery. 
With the threat of his extradition to the US, Emery has 
quickly become one of the most famous marijuana 
activists in North America. Emery is a founder, former 
leader, and president of the British Columbia Marijuana 
Party. He once ran the HEMP BC retail store, and later 
had stakes The Cannabis Cafe, a precursor to Blunt Bros. 
and The New Amsterdam. He is also the creator of 
Cannabis Culture Magazine, the Website, Pot-Tv, and until 
recendy, he was also the owner of Marc Emery Seeds. 
Marc Emery Seeds was a mail-order seed company that 
shipped marijuana seeds across Canada and the US For six 
years, Emery ran his seed company openly, and made no 
pretense as to what kind of product his business sold, a 
fact Emery freely admits. 
"Revenue Canada received $578,000 in personal income 
taxes (1999 to 2005) on income that was explicidy from 
the sale of marijuana seeds, and they ALWAYS were aware 
of it. It said "Marijuana Seed Vendor" on my tax returns. I 
explained my entire banking and money systems and 
always gave income tax all access to my accounts so they 
could verify everything I said was true ... they knew how it 
all worked because I had nothing to hide." 
Emery had nothing to hide from the Canadian govern-
ment, because, in his own words, "No one in Canada has 
ever been sentenced to jail for selling seeds. Only two peo-
ple have ever been fined: myself in 1996 and 1998; and Ian 
Hunter, fined $200 in 2000." 
Unfortunately for Emery, US drug laws are well 
defined and much, much harsher. On July 29, Emery was 
arrested for extradition to the US. Emery had sold over 
60,000 seeds to US citizens. Under drug kingpin legislation 
in the United States, if Emery is extradited, he may face 
the maximum penalty of death. 
There seems little doubt, either way, that marijuana cul-
ture in the Lower Mainland will continue. If Emery is 
extradited, he then becomes a martyr for the cause. If he is 
tried in Canada, he will get a far lesser charge and will 
(sooner or later) continue his work. 
l}nother west-coast pro-marijuana activist of consider-
able note is former Vancouver mayor and current 
Canadian senator, Larry Campbell. Campbell is famous for 
his "four pillars" approach to drug control, and for the 
establishment of Vancouver's first safe injection site for 
heroin users. Campbell's idea was to legalize marijuana and 
"tax the hell out of it." Considering BC's annual revenue 
from marijuana sales has been estimated between four and 
seven billion dollars, (wow, that's reai!J a lot of money) this 
would certain)y be a proactive course of action. 
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Mote important to marijuana culture than all the big 
players combined are the masses of pot smokers that con-
tinue to smoke marijuana and support the cause. An exam-
ple of the devotion of local pot-smokers is the gathering 
for 4:20 Day (April20). 
Last April, an estimated 5,000 people gathered at the 
downtown art gallery to "celebrate." The festivities mainly 
included those 5,000 people all lighting up at 4:20pm and 
creating a gigantic smoke-cloud over the Vancouver Art 
Gallery square. There was also a giveaway for the best pro-
marijuana sign, and the top prize was a half-ounce o{ high-
grade marijuana. Marc Emery even showed up to promote 
Pot-1V by giving away rolling papers that advertised the 
website. 
Although there is significant pressure on Canada from 
the US for us have tougher drug laws, Chretien's liberal 
government introduced a bill to decriminalize marijuana. 
The bill was reintroduced under the Martin government, 
but nothing came of it. Needless to say, our current con-
servative government did not reintroduce the bill. Still, the 
mere introduction of the bill marks a victory for marijuana 
smokers. It suggests that the Liberals and the NDP both 
support decriminalization. NDP leader Jack Layton even 
supports legalization. 
Doesn't legalization just make sense though? 
Vancouverite Dave Davis, 67 (retired), a non-pot smoker 
offers his opinion: 
"I think it should be legalized. I know a lot of people 
that use it. They're decent people. Maybe they don't drink, 
they smoke marijuana [instead], so what's the difference? 
What is the worse drug? Alcohol kills a lot of people. We 
don't know what marijuana will do to you .... If they sold 
marijuana at the liquor store, it would be the same as the 
booze." It would stop all this crap. So why doesn't the gov-
ernment make their money off it, because they [pot smok-
ers] are going to do it anyway." 
I' 16 
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I 
Question: "Do you think that th~ system makes it difficult 
to collect welfare?!' 
11 Yeah, they make it difficult. They don't tell 
you nothing [helpful] . 11 
• 
Ted 
••of course they make it difficult. It • s a job 
to them and they don't want to qive you 
anything. The less they give, the better it 
looks on them. They would get a pat on the back 
for turning people away. 11 
. 
. 
· - Linda 
.. 
' :- ; 
"The turnover for receiving wel.fare is too 
long·. It • s three weeks from the time you apply 
before they do the intake, · and based on whether 
or not. you have all of the necessary paper 
work, they will say yes or no. ·. They make it 
more of ·a ·deterrent to get welfare.• 
-Dan 
Your Pick is as Good as Mina 
MIII'D 1188acts 11112116 NBA Iran 
David Munro, OP Contributor 
The NBA Entry Draft went in late June, and like every 
year, there some talented players were selected. Last draft 
saw a record number of high school players m selected 
including Martell Webster (Portland), Andrew Bynum (LA 
Lakers), Gerald Green (Boston)-none of which played 
significant minutes last season. 
The consensus is that this year's draft-eligible players-
such as Adam Morrison (Gonzaga), JJ Redick and Shelden 
Williams (Duke), Randy Foye (Villanova), and Brandon 
Roy (Washington)-are more ''NBA ready" after spending 
several years in college, but may not have as much poten-
tial as the aforementioned high school stars. 
So who is most likely to help turn their team into an 
NBA champion in five years? Only time will tell. The 
Raptors are banking on first overall pick, 20-year-old 
Italian . The 7'0 forward prospect has an offensive game 
that has been compared to Dirk Nowitzki, but will need 
work on the defensive end. Nonetheless, the Raptors have 
now assembled a young and talented frontline with Chris 
Bosh, Charlie Villanueva, and now Bargnani. And with the 
recent acquisitions of center Rasho Nesterovic (from San 
Antonio) and forward Kris Humphries (Utah), the Raps 
now have the big bodies to compete in the Eastern 
Conference. 
The Raptors would have loved to have traded down in 
this draft to add some backcourt depth, while still drafting 
Bargnani. But sin~e 1984, only four first-overall picks have 
failed to become all-stars, and Orlando's Dwight Howard is 
quickly on the way to cutting that list to three. So in com-
mitting to Bargnani, don't be surprised to see trade 
inquiries for Charlie Villanueva, who could bring back 
some immediate backcourt help after a strong rookie sea-
son in which he finished second in rookie scoring. 
However, that could be difficult considering that 
Villanueva is still on his rookie contract for the next three 
years. NBA rules only allow trades amongst similar con-
tracts, within 15 percent of salary, which makes picking up 
a quality guard for under $3 million nearly impossible. 
ow before we go looking for the next Steve Nash or 
Kobe Bryant, let us not forget that both ash and Bryant 
came off the bench for their respective clubs for the first 
couple of years in the league before blossoming into 
superstars. So let's not expect all-star status for Bargnani 
right away. Even Dirk owitzki struggled his first few 
years in Dallas. It will take some time and even at that, it's 
a crapshoot. 
Drafting players these days is as inexact as picking stocks. 
\X'ho can remember the 1996 Draft when Toronto GM 
Isiah Thomas was booed for drafting Damon Stoudamire, 
when the fans wanted CAA Champion and Final Four 
l\fVP Ed O'Bannon. Stoudamire went on to win Rookie of 
the Year, while O'Bannon failed to finish the year in the 
BA. 
So pick RIGHT NOW-who is going to win the 
Rookie of the Year? Who's it going to be? Adam Morrison, 
Andrea Bargnani, JJ Redick, Brandon Roy? What about 
Lamarcus Aldridge or Tyrus Thomas? Your pick is as good 
as nune. 
Other NBA Draft notes: 
Many felt UConn guard Marcus Williams should have 
been a lottery pick. Instead, he fell to the NewJersey Net{ 
at number 22. It is not uncommon for small point guards 
to slip in the draft. Cases in point: Tony Parker (28th over-
all in 2001) andJameer Nelson (20th overall in 2004). 
Sometimes there are question marks about attitude and 
rumours persist about Williams showing up to pre-draft 
workouts out of shape, not to mention a previous charge 
of stealing computers on campus. 
Can you imagine UConn's practices last year? They had 
five players selected in the draft-Rudy Gay, Hilton 
Armstrong, Marcus Williams, Josh Boone and Canadian 
Denham Brown. And a sixth, sharpshooter Rashad 
Anderson will undoubtedly be invited to a free-agent camp 
somewhere. Makes you wonder how they lost to George 
Mason in the NCAA tournament. 
Speaking of Toronto's Denham Brown-who was 
drafted 35th overall by Seattle-look for him to have every 
opportunity to make the SuperSonics, who only have the 
aging Ray Allen, Rashard Lewis, and Darnien Wilkens 
under contract on th wing. The Sonics also used their first 
round lottery pick on 7'0 project Saer Sene, and he'll likely 
need to develop overseas for a couple of years. Thus, 
Brown could be the only additional rookie contract on the 
books next season for the fmancially strapped Sonics. 
After point guard Daniel Gibson (Texas) went to 
Cleveland with the 42nd overall pick, the rest of the draft 
was pretty much of international players t;hat teams can 
"stash" overseas for a couple of years. That would save 
many NBA teams from having to pay additional payroll 
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next season, while also giving their prospects time to devel-
op in Europe. Nine of the last 18 picks were Euros, with 
little to no chance of being seen in the NBA for at least a 
couple of years. 
In similar fashion, let's not forget the Raptors second-
round draft pick from the 2005 draft, Roko Ujic, who 
played for. KK Split in Croatia. He was rated the fourth-
best point guard in the draft last season, but remained 
overseas to develop. The Raptors have always thought he 
would be able to contribute when he arrives. Look for him 
to be in a Raptors uniform either this season or next. 
Happiest man at the NBA draft had to be Renaldo 
Balkman, a 6'8 forward from South Carolina, who was 
drafted 20th overall by the New York Knicks. He averaged 
less than 10 points per game at COLLEGE, and came off 
the bench 16 times at South Carolina. But he came on at 
the NIT tournament, where he was selected MVP. 
Nonetheless, for a guy who only started 22 of 38 games at 
South Carolina, I'm sure he's pretty excited to get a mini-
mum guaranteed 3-year contract of at least 3.5 million US. 
Evidence that the NBA draft is on potential. Leon 
Powe was a Pac-10 first team all-star at California, and the 
6'8 forward was on many All-American lists. He was draft-
ed 49th by the Denver Nuggets. One pick later at -number 
50, 7'0 center Ryan Hollins from UCLA was drafted by the 
Charlotte Bobcats, despite averaging just 7.0 points and 4.8 
rebounds for the Bruins. 
·l 
·' 
SPORTS 
Sports Smorgasborg 
Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor and Spring-time Enthusiast 
Royals Baseball Hits Major Leagues 
Hass ~nd Wagner selected in the 
MLB draft 
Brian McLennon, OP Sports Editor 
On June 6, Bobby Wagner and Kyle Hass of the Douglas 
College Royals baseball team made history when they were 
selected in the Major League Baseball draft. The two play-
ers would be the first Douglas College baseball athletes to 
be drafted. 
The 6'3" pitcher and third baseman, Bobby Wagner 
was selected in the 34th round by the Anahiem Angels, 
while the 6'6" right-handed pitcher Kyle Hass was selected 
in the 36th round by the Seattle Mariners. 
Wheeling Off Two Big Wins 
Team Canada downs the Germans 
and the Dutch. 
Tim Frick, OP Contributor 
Team Canada women's wheelchait basketball teamed 
played two excellent games today at the Pre-Gold Cup 
staging tournament in Bad Munstereifel, Germany, scoring 
back-to-hack victories to guarantee themselves a spot in 
the tournament finale Sunday afternoon. 
After allowing an early basket in game one against 
Germany, the Canadians went on a tear, shooting 10 for 12 
from the field and stopping the German attack with preci-
sion switches and chait position. Ottawa's Chantal Benoit 
opened the scoring for Canada with a tough shot while 
being fouled and then the foul shot to give Canada a 3-2 
lead they would never relinquish. Edmonton's Danielle 
Peers then scored a post up shot set up by Richmond's 
Jennifer Krempien, followed by a nice outside bank shot to 
give Canada a solid early lead. A Germany time out calnied 
things down for a few moments but then Benoit and 
Fredericton's Sabrina Pettinicchi found their scoring touch 
with a couple of baskets each sandwiched around 2 baskets 
by Calgary's Kendra Ohama. The Germans, in front of a 
boisterous home crowd, could do nothing but feel their 
game sink as Benoit scored a side of the hoop finger roll 
to launch Canada well in to the twenties. The quarter 
ended 26-12 in favour of the visitors. 
Canada cooled off in the second quarter but answered 
the Germans basket for basket. Vancouver's Misty Thomas 
entered the game midway through the quarter to provide 
an intimidating defensive presence, but it was her offensive 
potential that had the Germans in fits. Canada held the 
lead at halftime 40-24. 
The third quarter was a see-saw battle in scoring with 
the teams trading baskets as Benoit continued her scoring 
ways. The quarter ended with Canada up 63-39 and the 
Germans very discouraged indeed. 
In the final frame Canada held the Germans at bay to. 
preserve the victory with some solid ball handling despite a 
furious German press. Canada ended up winning handily, 
71-52. 
After the game, the Canadians had about 20 minut.e's to 
recover, and then it was on to the match up against the 
Gold Cup host team from the Netherlands. 
Team Canada started well in the game as Misty Thomas 
broke through by giving herself a birthday present of two 
baskets to pace the attack. Her teammates joined in on the 
action to give Canada an ~arly 21-15 lead and a solid grip 
on the proceedings. 
The Netherlands did able to claw their way back into 
the game with a tall lineup that pounded inside the key 
quite effectively. The Dutch couldn't do anything wrong in 
18 
' the second quarter and ~ound up ahead at the half by two 
points (35-33). · 
The third quarter saw a Canada rally behind some solid 
defense. The Dutch were held to more difficult shots with 
some defensive adjustments as Benoit checked the num-
ber-one Netherlands shooter into the ground. Canada was 
ahead again (54-4 7) after three. 
The final frame saw Canada's press hold the 
Netherlands to only two points in the quarter, but it was 
awhile before the Canadian's were rewarding at the shoot-
ing end. Radke, Thomas, Ohama, Harnock, Tritten, and 
Peers finishing the scoring for Canada, while MJ 
Boudreault came on in relief of Jennifer Krempien, who 
was in foul trouble. Canada won going away 68-49. 
The team's outing impressed assistant coach Bruce 
Enns of Vancouver. "We showed really good heart and 
poise out there today with our 'refuse to lose' attitude, and 
our team oriented communication." Assistant coach Trish 
Nicholson of Richmond concurred. "Playing back-to-hack 
games in the heat and at such a high intensity level really 
showed our character and our strength as a unit of 12 solid 
players." . 
Next up for Canada will be the final game against host 
Germany for the event title, followed by a well-deserved 
day of rest in the picturesque town of Bad Munstereifel. 
Wrestling the World 
Steve Rose, OP Contributor 
Aso Palani, a freshman this year at Douglas College, just 
returned from a successful preparation camp for the 
upcoming Junior World Wrestling Championships. Aso 
traveled to Zakopane, Poland where he trained with and 
competed against wrestlers from Poland, Slovakia, Latvia, 
and Lithuania. Palani went an impressive four wins and 
two losses in dual meets on the trip. 
Aso will next compete in the prestigious Canada Cup in 
Guelph, Ontario from the July 7-14, where he will face the 
best senior-level athletes from Canada and around the 
world. I 
Aso is gearing up to represent Canada at the upcoming 
Junior W~rld Championships in Guatemala City, 
Guatemala from August 26- September 4. 
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Tl1ree 
By Sajia Kabir 
Cat Burglar 
It would happen like this: 
Ma would leave in the sink 
a two-pound chicken to thaw; 
when she carne back ten minutes later, 
the fowl would be gone, apparendy gaining in death 
the flight capability it lacked in life. 
Not even a bone left to dump in the garbage. 
Such was just one of many unsolved cases, none leading to arrest, let alone 
imprisonment, 
of food unpaid for: 
no graceful slink across our drab mosaic floor 
or a rubbing of fur against one's calves 
or even an affecting purr. 
Not to mention the vandalism of shit and urine 
on our best sheets and blankets-
so much trouble to wash and dry in the middle of the monsoon season. 
Somehow, I doubt 
that a plate of minced beef 
would have reformed your criminal instincts. 
Room 5 at Grandma's House 
We were always warned not to go into Panch Nombor, 
Room No.5, so naturally 
we went in, every chance we could. 
In the sanctum sanctorum of our uncles 
stood the altar of books: 
Rebecca, Asimov 
a condensed paperback Anna Karenina 
(with a Vivien Leigh photo on its cover), 
0. Henry, and of course the Jeeves collection. 
Creaking and rickety, 
Classifiads 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds up 
to 30 words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and 
desired section, and put "classi-
fied" in the subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open 
rate of $5 per line. Enquiries: 
call our advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture size is 
3.5cm x 25cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember .•. 
AD ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in the 
foJiowing Wednesday"s paper. 
Otcck your ad for errors and 
please caD or email our of6ces 
to report any corrcccioas. To 
CDIUR tbe imcgrity of our stu-
dent DCWiif*PC*O 9.: RSCrft tbe 
light to n:risc, ndaui(y, edit, or 
adUsc,.,. ad. 
Fll' Sala 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $45! E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotrnail.com. 
Accessories Pack for any cellular phone 
for $40. Package includes battery, screen 
protector, desktop charger, car charger, 
and leather case. Items retail for $60 if 
purchased seperatelyl Brand New. If inter-
ested, please call Andre at 778.883.6805. 
Herbal products to improve your health. 
Choose an alternative to conventional 
medicine. Safe and easy to use. Contact 
Alex at natural_cures@hotrnail.com or 
604.589.8728. 
HP 722C printer, new colour ink cartridge 
$75. Epson colour 800 printer, 2 new 
black ink cartridges $60. 
Cm see both operating. 778 - 885 - 5476 
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with stuck doors and gashed glass panes, 
its contents with worm-eaten pages and loosened cover bindings, 
it was a miracle the bookcase survived our touch-
no wonder my nanu made us stand in the corner with our hands holding our ears 
every time she caught us on the threshold of Room No. 5. 
The peeled off cracks in the paint have been now whitewashed 
and we in turn guard the bookcase 
from the hands of our younger cousins. 
Lulu Auntie and the Monkey 
My mother grew up in Purana Dliaka 
in a yellow house with shuttered windows. 
A verandah engirdled the house 
and trees engirdled the verandah. 
Lulu Auntie was learning how to crawl, 
practicing for the grown-ups' applause 
when a monkey appeared in the doorway 
(this was before all our city simians were exported to Ameri~a). 
The monkey jumped onto the palm-leaf mat, 
swept aside the thin quilt 
and snatched Lulu, who forgot to cry. 
In a parallel universe my aunt learnt 
how to eat mangoes with their skins on, 
and became inoculated against vertigo, 
and when the monkey catchers discovered her 
and tried to return her via an orphanage's door 
to civilization, 
she walked with a slight stoop 
and kept scratching at her clothes. 
In this world, my gr~dmother 
shooed away the monkey and got her third child back. 
My aunt's a respectable teacher now 
with a husband and two little children. 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
Sarvi:as 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
· or editor888@hotrnail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and edi-
tor .can help with English 130, 106, 112, 
and 1 09; also Business Communications, 
reports, letters, and resumes. Quality guar-
anteed. The Writer's Touch, www.writer-
stouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more info, contact 
Mary Rose Labandelo: 604.526.1735. 
Wlltlll 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly 
Planned Parenthood) is looking for volun-
teers i:o assist on tl}e Facts of Life Line. a 
toll-free, confidential, sexual health infor-
mation md referral resource line. Call 
604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
~
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have 
Halo2 game and XBOX live. Please contact 
by email. Jamie Campbell. Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmailcom 
WATER POW Players Wanted 
Students interested in participating 
in Intramural/Varsity Douglas Water Polo 
call: ((:1)4)m-6029(ext.# 3) or 
email:sessionpolo@yahoo.ca 
for more information. 
Teach English 
Overseas 
~··. " . ;J '1: I · ~ ; 
• lnt.nslve eo-Hour Progown 
• C._.room Ma~ Technique. 
• Detailed L-- Planning 
• C~lveT-hlng......,.... 
• lneem.tlonally Recognlucl CertltlcMe 
• T-her Plac:..Mnt s.rv1ae 
• .Job Guara- Included 
• Thousands of Satlafted Studente 
• OXFORD 
SEMINARS 
780-428-8700/1-779-1779 
www.oxfordseininars.com 
Perry Bible Fellowship By Nicolas Gurew1tch 
Bad news,Tammy . .,._ ____ _,r----.&........_ 
Santa is dead. F u 
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